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All the Blessings of Friday Night. | Spatula In The
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This is a half blogging/half watching What Not To Wear post. Here I am a
sane, quite hetero male spending his Friday night watching Stacy and
Clinton pick outfits for a cute, confidence shattered ballerina. This is the
“new economy” effect. I didn’t believe any of the crap about the new
national frugality until I looked around and realized that I was a part of the
change. Since last Fall I’ve watched the hokey tv ads for products that are
supposed to help me realize the American dream without the benefit of

cash. Baloney. Whatever. Nothing to the idea. First it was Target trying to sell me on the idea of
having a home dance party with Wii. Yeah, okay. I’d rather go down to Fiddler’s Hearth and get
hammered while I listen to the local Celtic band. That’s fun. Last week I watched an Allstate spot in
which Dennis Haysbert touted the virtues of having all of ones friends stand around a crappy black
and white television to watch sports. No offense President Palmer, but that’s just dumb. Most of my
friends have 60″ sets with HD service, neither of which they can afford. Alas, I understand the
sentiment. We should all adopt some World War II mentality and pitch in by being cheap. I’ll get right
on that after I mope for several years.  I’m 35 and have been through something like 5 recessions
and some bitchin’ downturns (http://fairmodel.econ.yale.edu). The American dream lasted from
approximately 1998-1999. Good times.  Ah, who am I kidding. I have a wonderful wife and a lovely
daughter. A house and (this week) a job. We spend inordinate amounts of time dancing around the
Wii (and not much at Fiddler’s Hearth). The commercial is over, ballerina Holly just got her hair and
makeup and I’m ensconced at home. The good life, indeed.
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